REFERENCE CROSSWORD: FIND THE BEST ANSWER!
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Across:
1. Best source to use to find 8 across.
7. Read your Webster’s!
8. Words that mean the same.
10. Best source for quick facts on a wide variety of subjects.
12. When using a book, this table can help determine what
information is in the book.
14. A book that tells about a person’s life.
15. The meaning of a word, which can be found easily in 7 across.
16. The proper order of letters in a word, also found in 7 across.
Down:
2. In many volumes or in one, this tool holds the key to large
quantities of information
3. Use this to find the correct page number in a book or set of books.
4. How to say a word: use 7 across to find the correct way!
5. Try the almanac to find lots of these factual numbers.
6. A collection of maps.
9. The section of the library where many of these tools are kept.
11. A word meaning opposite.
13. Found in an atlas.

Dictionary and Thesaurus:
One of the most helpful tools for answering questions about words or
language is the dictionary.
A dictionary lists words alphabetically. It gives the meaning, spelling, part
of speech and pronunciation of words. It often lists multiple definitions and
how many syllables a word has. Some dictionaries also give the word origin,
antonyms, and may also use the word in a sentence.
The most famous dictionary is Webster’s, but be careful. The name
“Webster” is not copyrighted! Almost anyone can print a dictionary, and use
the name Webster in the title.
A thesaurus is a special word dictionary. It gives synonyms and antonyms
for words.
Visit Dictionary.com online! The site includes writing resources…and they
even have a thesaurus!
Dictionary

Clipart compliments of Discoveryschool.com By the way—a great site for
homework help!

Other Helpful Reference Tools:

Atlases:
An atlas is a collection of maps. There are atlases of the world, and atlases
of specific regions. For online help, try Infoplease.

Infoplease Atlas

Encyclopedias:
An encyclopedia is a book or set of books with facts on many subjects. This
tool is a good jumping off place for research, and often will direct to other
helpful sources in their articles.

Almanacs:
An almanac is a book that offers a wide variety of information.

The World Almanac and Book of Facts gives up-to-date information on many
different subjects. It offers statistical information and interesting facts
about government, population, awards, and sports.
One of the most famous and longest running almanacs is the Farmer’s
Almanac. It offers advice on farming, weather predictions, and anecdotes.
Another famous almanac is Poor Richard’s Almanac, written by Benjamin
Franklin from 1732-1738.

Books of Quotes:
When writing a paper, it is often a nice touch to add something extra.
Quotes can be valuable to show what other people have said about your
topic.
A famous book of quotations is Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations. This source
lists quotations on a wide variety of subjects. Visit them online at
Bartleby.com!

Bartleby.com: Great Books Online

This site (named after Herman Melville’s famous character, Bartleby the
Scrivener) indexes by author, subject and title. Among other reference
sources, Bartleby offers access to the Columbia Encyclopedia, the World
Factbook, Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations, American Heritage Dictionary and
Roget’s II: The New Thesaurus.

Dictionary and Thesaurus Questions
Answer these questions using a dictionary:

1.

A bouquet can refer to a cluster of _______ or the _________ of
wine.

2.

The word coupon can be pronounced in how many ways? _________.

3.

What is a windjammer? ______________.

4.

Spell mis-sppelled correctly: __________.

5.

What is mahjong? _________.

Match these words with their synonyms (use a thesaurus):

6.

Conjecture

a.

Stole

7.

Conundrum

b.

Supposition

8.

Indelible

c.

Puzzle

9.

Pinnacle

d.

Monarch

10.

Purloined

e.

Imperishable

11.

Reference

f.

Immunize

12.

Sovereign

g.

Disrepute

Dictionary and Thesaurus Questions
13.

Stigma

h.

Countenance

14.

Vaccinate

i.

Citation

15.

Visage

j.

Apex
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Popular Entertainment Print Scavenger Hunt
QUESTIONS:
1. Which Grammy(s) did Eminem win in 2001?
A. Best Rap Solo Performance
B. Best Rap Album
C. Best Rap Performance by Duo or Group
D. Both A & B
E. A, B and C
2. Who is no longer a member of Destiny’s Child?
A. LeToya Luckett
B. Beyonce Knowles
C. Kelendria Rowland
D. Michelle Williams
3. The movies Silence of the Lambs and Hannibal were based on novels by
what author?
A. Stephen King
B. Anne Rice
C. Thomas Harris
D. Thomas Clancy
4. What is the correct spelling of the following well-known shoe company?
A. Sketchers
B. Sketchurs
C. Skechers
D. Scechers
E. Sckechers
5. Who had the #1 pop album on April 7, 2001?
A. 2Pac
B. Dave Matthews Band
C. Dido
D. Limp Bizkit
E. Shaggy

6. What was the top grossing movie of 1999?
A. Sixth Sense
B. Toy Story 2
C. Blair Witch Project
D. Star Wars Episode 1
E. Runaway Bride
7. “Survivor” airs on which television network?
A. ABC
B. CBS
C. FOX
D. NBC
E. PBS
8. Who won the Oscar (Academy Award) in 2000 for Actor in a Leading Role
in 1999?
A. Gary Sinise
B. Russell Crowe
C. Tom Hanks
D. Nicholas Cage
E. Kevin Spacey
9. What is the definition of emoticon?
A. a group of emotions
B. a graphical picture of an emotion
C. an emotion used to con someone
D. a series of keyed characters to indicate an emotion
10. When was Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire released in the United
States?
A. July 7, 2000
B. July 8, 2000
C. July 9, 2000
D. July 10, 2000

Print Resources
Entertainment Weekly
People
Teen People
The World Almanac

Tips for Using Search Engines
One of the things that will make you a better web searcher is understanding
what you need to type in order to tell the search engine exactly what you are
looking for.
There are two categories of search operators: Boolean and non-Boolean
operators. An operator is a word or symbol that you type in that gives the
search engine directions to help it know what to search for.
Using these operators can narrow or widen your search, helping you find web
sites that may be useful to you.
You will have to check out the individual search engines to find out which
operators work.
Boolean Searching:
AND means the search results must have both terms – often it is typed in
UPPER CASE, but not always
AND decreases the number of web sites that will be found, narrowing
in on specific topics.
Example: pollution AND water will look for web sites about both
pollution and water
OR means the search results can have just one of the terms
OR increases the number of web sites that will be found, broadening
your search
Example: pollution OR water will look for web sites that mention
either pollution or water
NOT means any result containing the second term will be excluded
NOT decreases the number of web sites that will be found, narrowing
your search.
Example: pollution NOT water will look for web sites about pollution
that do not involve water

Warning: Be very careful about using NOT. If the web site mentions
water even once, it may be left out. This could rule out some
very useful web sites. Likewise, you must be careful when using
OR. You can end up with a huge number of sites to sort
through.
Non-Boolean Searching:
+ works like AND, making the term required in the search results
the + should be placed directly in front of the search term without
any spaces
Example: pollution +water will look for web sites about pollution that
also mention water.
– works like NOT and means to exclude the term
the - should be placed directly in front of the search term without
any spaces
Example: pollution –water will also look for web sites about pollution
that do not involve water.
“ ” placed around terms means the search engine will look for the exact
phrase
Example: “water pollution” will look for that exact phrase. This can
make your search very specific.
Warning: Just as with the Boolean terms, you must be careful when
using – that you do not eliminate web sites that might mention
the term you do not want, but are not really about that term. –
water may eliminate web sites that are about air pollution but
mention water pollution as well.

How to find out which search operators to use:
Different web sites and search engines use different systems, and you will
need to learn which search terms work best with your particular search
engine.

Many web sites and search engines will tell you which to use if you click on
buttons such as HELP or ADVANCED SEARCH or POWER SEARCH or
SEARCH TIPS. They may also offer other search limit options such as
letting you pick dates or languages. Explore your favorite search engines to
find out what they can do!
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World History Hunt

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
FILL-IN-THE-BLANK SECTION

Please fill in the blank with the correct answer:
1. In 1344 the _______ ______ broke out in China and India. Also known
as
The Black Death, it effected many parts of the world until 1400.
2. In 321B.C. young prince_________________ founded the Mauryan
Empire in India.
3. In 1920, American women were granted _____________, also known as
the right to vote.
4. The leader of the Fascist Party in Italy was ________________.
5. An important figure in World War II, ______________ was the Prime
Minister of England from 1940-1945.

6. ___________ was born about 551B.C. and he was a great prophet and
philosopher in ancient China.

7. The queen of England from 1837-1901 was __________________.
8. In the city of ______________ in Germany, German war criminals were
tried for atrocities during World War II.
9. Although this form of government was first introduced in Athens,
Greece in 508B.C., ______________ is enjoyed in many countries today.
10. The ancient city of _____________ was destroyed by fire in 79A.D.

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

MATCHING SECTION

Please write the letter of the matching correct answer.

1. ____ Ancient Egyptian poet who
wrote The Odyssey and The Iliad

A. Leningrad

2. ____ Led the Chinese Communist
Party from 1949 –1976

B. Salk

3. ____ Southeast Asian country involved
in the Vietnam War.

C. Nero

4. ____ Signed in Versailles, France in
1919 after the end of World War I

D. Hiroshima

5. ____ Ruler of Ancient Rome from
54-68A.D.

E. Sputnik

6. ____ First Soviet spacecraft launched
in 1957

F. Homer

7. Developed the vaccine for polio that
became widely used in 1955

G. D-Day

8. The allied troops invaded, Normandy,
France (June 6, 1944)

H. Laos

9. A city where an atomic bomb was
dropped during World War II
10. Former name of St. Petersburg, Russia

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

I. Treaty

J. Mao Zedong

Consult Books in these areas to answer the questions in the
World History Scavenger Hunt.
Time Period

Subject Headings

Dewey Call Numbers

General

World History

901.9, 902.02

Ancient Rome

Rome - History

937

Ancient Egypt

Egypt – Civilizations to
332B.C.

932

History of England

Great Britain -History

942

History of Italy

Italy - History

945

History of China

China – History

951

History of Greece

Greece – History

938

Russian History

Russia – History
Soviet Union - History

947

World War I

World War, 1914-1918

940.3

World War II

World War, 1939-1945

940.5

Vietnam War

Vietnamese Conflict

959.704
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Science Scavenger Hunt for Print Resources
QUESTIONS:
Short Answer:
1. Hawaii sits on what tectonic plate?
2. Which 2 planets do NOT have any natural satellites?
3. What is the symbol for the element iron?
4. What is the name of the element with the atomic number 79?
5. What was the first spaceship to make a soft landing on the moon?

Multiple Choice:
1. Who invented the compact disc?
A. Sony
B. RCA
C. Mitsubishi
D. Columbia
2. Marble is a metamorphic rock that was originally:
A. Pumice
B. Quartzite
C. Limestone
D. Sandstone
3. What type of camera has a sensor that converts light into electrical
charges?
A. Video Camera
B. Polaroid Camera
C. Digital Camera
D. Standard Film Camera

4. What is the maximum wind speed (miles per hour) of a F4 tornado?
A. 260 MPH
B. 206 MPH
C. 157 MPH
D. 318 MPH
5. What category hurricane has a storm surge of 9-12 feet?
A. Category 1
B. Category 2
C. Category 3
D. Category 4
E. Category 5

PRINT RESOURCES
Encyclopedia (any company)
World Almanac
The Visual Science Dictionary
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